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Faytech's transparent

OLED Kiosk Solution
Dear Customer

The future is now!
We are pleased to announce, that our revolutionary
faytech T-OLED KIOSK is ready for launch!

 

Featuring an ultra-thin, ultra-clear and crisp
display like no other, this marks a giant leap
into the next generation of captivating and
eye-catching self-ordering technology that
helps draw customers and orders into any
quick-service or fast casual restaurant.

But of course this technology is not limited to
this particular application. Think of any
transparent or reflective surface and ask
yourself: would this application benefit from a
(touch) display?
This could be a fridge switching between
transparent front and Display front or a
mirror adding information to the reflected
image or a transparent section of a machine
that could also be used as HMI. There is an
endless amount of possible applications only
limited by ones imagination.
 

The ultra-flat (0.3"), vivid, bright, and semi-
transparent 30" touchscreen is an attention
grabber, as evidenced at this year’s CES
and EuroCIS, demonstrating the faytech T-
OLED KIOSK’s coolness and WOW factor.

Simply spectacular:
When operating the UI, guests will not only
be blown away by the touchscreen's
colorfulness and ultra-high contrast ratio, or
the power of the high-speed Intel mainboard
inside, but they'll also be able to see through
to the environment behind! This creates the
ultimate "aha" experience!

 

Our brand-new kiosk fits unobtrusively and seamlessly into any store or restaurant
environment, without compromising its openness and design. Thanks to the transparent
touchscreen, the faytech T-OLED KIOSK is the best choice for smaller spaces where
traditional displays obstruct views or cause claustrophobic consumer experiences.
Lightweight design with OLED technology and aluminum housing by faytech make the
system a quick and easy installation as well!
We are now ramping up production and are welcoming sample orders.
Don’t miss out!

Please click on the video to watch the kiosk at CES 2024 in Las Vegas!

Please click on the picture to download the datasheet!

Please feel free to advise us any customizations or special requirements you may have!

Contact:  Michael Kapp
Tel.:  Tel.: 06233 347-124
E-Mail:  displays@trs-star.com
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